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Who is eligible 
for 
whistleblower 
protection under 
this policy? 

To be treated as a whistleblower under this policy you must: 
 
 be one of the individuals set out in “Who may make a disclosure?” 

 disclose information regarding the type of matters set out “What types of matters can be disclosed?” 
and  

 disclose that information to one of the persons set out in “Who should I disclose to?”  

 
This policy also protects those who are entitled to whistleblower protection under the Acts that set out 
the statutory protections. 

Who may make a 
disclosure? 

Disclosures can be made by a current or former:  

 officer or employee of Austin;  

 contractor or supplier of goods and services to Austin and their current and former employees;  

 associate of Austin; or  

 family member, relative or dependent of an individual mentioned above.  
 
You may choose to disclose information anonymously if you wish. 

What is 
disclosable 
information ? 

To be able to make a report under this policy, a whistleblower must have reasonable grounds to suspect that 
there is Disclosable Information. This is information that concerns relevant misconduct or an improper state of 
affairs or circumstances at Austin or its related bodies corporate. Disclosable Information does not generally 
include a personal work-related grievances. Such matters will be dealt with in accordance with Austin’s 
Grievance and Disciplinary policies, as applicable to each territory in which Austin operates and as amended 
and/or updated from time to time.  
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Disclosable Information is information that: 

o concerns misconduct or an improper state of affairs or circumstances at Austin (for example, fraud, 
corruption, bribery, theft, conflicts of interest, negligence, financial irregularities, money laundering or 
misappropriation of funds);  

o indicates that Austin has engaged in Disclosable Conduct, which includes conduct that: 

o represents a danger to the public or the financial system;  

o constitutes an offence against any Commonwealth law that is punishable by imprisonment for a 
period of 12 months or more; 

o constitutes an offence or contravention of Relevant Legislation; or 

o is otherwise prescribed by regulations under Relevant Legislation to be a disclosable matter; or 

o may assist Austin in performing functions or duties in relation to its tax affairs. 
 

Disclosable Information usually relates to the conduct of persons performing work for Austin but can also 
relate to conduct of third parties, such as customers, suppliers or service providers. 

If you have reasonable grounds to suspect misconduct and your concerns later turn out to be incorrect, you 
may still be entitled to the protections under this policy and, if it is a protected disclosure, under the Acts. 

You may also be able to make a public interest or emergency disclosure to a journalist or parliamentarian 
in accordance with the Acts in limited circumstances which are summarised below: 

o you already made a disclosure of the qualifying information to ASIC, APRA or another 
Commonwealth body as prescribed by regulation; 
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o 90 days have passed since that disclosure; 

o You do not have reasonable grounds to believe that any action is, has been or is being taken to 
address your disclosure; 

o if it is a public interest disclosure:  

You have reasonable 
grounds to believe that 
making a further disclosure 
is in the public interest 

You have given written notice 
to the regulatory body to which 
you made the original report 
that included sufficient 
information to identify the 
original report and which states 
that you intend making a public 
interest disclosure 

The information disclosed 
must be no greater than 
necessary to inform the 
journalist or parliamentarian 
of the particular misconduct 
or improper state of affairs 
or circumstances as set out 
in your original report 

o if it is an emergency disclosure: 
You have reasonable 
grounds to believe that 
the information concerns 
a substantial and 
imminent danger to the 
health or safety of one or 
more persons or to the 
natural environment 

You have given written 
notice to the regulatory 
body to which you made 
the original report that 
included sufficient 
information to identify the 
original report and which 
states that you intend 
making an emergency 
disclosure 

 

The information 
disclosed must be no 
greater than necessary to 
inform the journalist or 
parliamentarian of the 
particular substantial and 
imminent danger 
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Before you make a public interest or emergency disclosure, we recommend you first seeks independent legal 
advice to ensure that the disclosure is protected under the Acts. 

 

Who should I 
disclose to? 

To ensure appropriate escalation and timely investigation of matters under this policy, Austin 
encourages reports to be made in writing to the “Austina” Service, which is a service operated by the 
Disclosure Coordinators. 

Reports should provide Austin with as much detail as possible to assist with its inquiries into the 
matter, including:  

 your name and contact details; 

 if your report is anonymous, an anonymised email address or other anonymised contact point; 

 a statement describing the Disclosable Information; 

 name of the person(s) involved; 

 dates, times and locations;  

 details of any relevant transactions; 

 copies of any relevant documents; 

 names of possible witnesses; and 

 steps already taken to report or address the matter (if any). 

The “Austina” service may be contacted via email to austina@austineng.com.au  

Our Disclosure Coordinators are:  

 the Company Secretaries 
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Please refer to our website for the contact details of our Disclosure Coordinators.  
 
Alternatively, you can make a protected disclosure to any one of the following: 
  

a) an officer or senior manager within Austin;  

b) an auditor or member of an audit team conducting an audit on Austin; 

c) if the disclosure concerns Austin’s tax affairs or the tax affairs of a subsidiary of Austin, then to Austin’s 
registered tax agent or BAS agent, or an employee or officer at Austin who has functions or duties 
relating to its tax affairs and who you consider may be assisted in their role by knowing that 
information; 

d) ASIC; 
e) APRA; 
f) AFP; or 
g) a Commonwealth authority prescribed by regulation under the Acts. 

 

What about 
confidentiality?  

Whistleblower’s identity must be kept confidential  

Subject to the Permitted exceptions below, the identity of a whistleblower (or information that is likely to lead to 
their identity becoming known) must be kept confidential until the whistleblower has consented to the 
disclosure. 
  
Permitted exceptions  

The identity of a whistleblower (or information that is likely to lead to their identity becoming known) may be 
disclosed without the whistleblower’s consent ONLY if the disclosure is made to:  
 an in-house or external lawyer for the purpose of obtaining legal advice or legal representation in 

relation to the operation of the relevant whistleblower laws;  

 the AFP or State Police;  
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 ASIC;  

 APRA; or  

 the Australian Commissioner of Taxation if the disclosure concerns Austin’s tax affairs or the tax affairs 
of a subsidiary of Austin.  

 
Provision of whistleblower information to a court or tribunal  

No person at Austin may disclose or produce to a court or tribunal any information or documents 
which discloses the identity of a whistleblower (or information likely to lead their identity becoming 
known) without seeking the advice of a Group General Counsel. 

 

Will I be 
victimised? 

No person at Austin may cause or threaten any detriment to any person for a reason which includes that they 
or any other person:  
 is or proposes to be a whistleblower; or  

 is suspected or believed to be, or could be, a whistleblower.  

 
“detriment” includes (but is not limited to):  

 dismissal;  

 injury of an employee in their employment;  

 alteration of an employee’s position or duties to their disadvantage;  

 discrimination, harassment or intimidation;  

 harm or injury including psychological harm;  

 damage to property, reputation or business or financial position;  

 taking action against a whistleblower to enforce a right (for example, a breach of confidentiality) or 
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subjecting them to any liability or action simply because they have made a disclosure.  

 
However, a whistleblower may be held liable for any personal misconduct revealed by their disclosure 
or an investigation following a disclosure. 

What happens 
after a 
disclosure has 
been made?  

When a disclosure is made which may fall under this policy, the following steps must be followed except 
where, in the opinion of the Disclosure Coordinator, it would be inappropriate or unreasonable in the 
circumstances to do so, in the discretion of the Disclosure Coordinator:  
 

a) any person listed in “Who should I disclose to?” who receives the information must provide the 
information to a Disclosure Coordinator as soon as practicable, removing any information which 
identifies or may identify the discloser of the information (the potential whistleblower) prior to doing so 
(unless the potential whistleblower has provided their consent to that disclosure);  

b) as soon as practicable, the Disclosure Coordinator responsible for the matter must determine whether 
the disclosure falls within the scope of this policy (the Initial Review) and, if so, appoint an investigator 
with no personal interest in the matter to conduct an investigation into the matters disclosed, if they 
determine it to be necessary or appropriate (the Investigation);  

c) the investigator must conduct an Investigation in an objective and fair manner, ensuring to provide any 
employee who has been adversely mentioned in information provided by a whistleblower an 
opportunity to respond to the allegations made in respect of them prior to any adverse findings being 
made;  

d) the Initial Review may generally be completed within 4 to 6 weeks of Austin’s receipt of a report (or 
disclosure) under this policy while an Investigation may take up to 12 weeks.  However, timeframes for 
any Initial Review or ongoing inquires or Investigations will vary depending on the nature of the report 
and at Austin’s discretion. 

e) the outcome of the Investigation must be reported to the Board or its delegated subcommittee, and 
may be reported to the whistleblower and any persons affected, as the Disclosure Coordinator 
considers appropriate;  
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f) subject to the exceptions allowed under “What about confidentiality?” or otherwise by law, the identity 
of a whistleblower (or information that is likely to lead to their identity becoming known) must be kept 
confidential at all times, during and after the Investigation (including in any reporting to the Board or to 
any persons affected). All persons responsible for or involved in an Investigation must take all 
reasonable steps to reduce the risk that a whistleblower will be identified; and  

g) a whistleblower may raise any concerns or complaints regarding this policy or their treatment with the 
Disclosure Coordinator.  

 

 

What is the role 
of the Austin 
Board? 

 

Subject to the confidentiality obligations in this policy, the Company Secretary must provide the Board 
or its delegated subcommittee, quarterly reports on all material whistleblower matters, including 
information on:  

a) the status of any investigations underway; and  

b) the outcomes of any investigations completed and actions taken as a result of those investigations  

Definitions Austin or the 
company 

Austin Engineering Ltd ACN 078 480 136, its subsidiary companies 
from time to time, operating divisions, business units and joint 
ventures (where relevant).  

 Acts Means the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and the Taxation 
Administration Act 1953 (Cth) 

 ASIC Australian Securities and Investments Commission. 

 APRA Australian Prudential Regulatory Authority  

 AFP Australian Federal Police 
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 Board The board of directors of Austin. 

 Chair The chair of the board.  

 Director A director of the company. 

 Commonwealth Commonwealth of Australia 

 Personal work-
related grievance 

A grievance about any matter relating to the discloser’s employment 
or former employment which has or tends to have implications for 
the discloser personally, and which may include (without limitation) 
the following: 

- interpersonal conflict between a whistleblower and another 
employee; 

- decisions relating to the engagement, transfer or promotion 
of the whistleblower; 

- decisions relating to the terms and conditions of engagement 
of the whistleblower; 

- decisions relating to the disciplinary treatment, suspension or 
termination of engagement of the whistleblower; 

- information that does not have significant implications for 
Austin or any related entity; 

- information that does not amount to Disclosable Conduct. 

 Relevant Legislation means the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth), the Australian Securities 
and Investments Commission Act 2001 (Cth), the Banking Act 1959 
(Cth), the Financial Sector (Collection of Data) Act 2001 (Cth), the 
Insurance Act 1973 (Cth), the Life Insurance Act 1995 (Cth), the 
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National Consumer Credit Protection Act 2009 (Cth), the 
Superannuation Industry (Supervision) Act 1993 (Cth), Competition 
and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth), the Taxation Administration Act 1953 
(Cth), other tax laws administered by the Commonwealth 
Commissioner of Taxation, any other Commonwealth law that is 
punishable by imprisonment for a period of 12 months or more, and 
regulations under or instruments referred to in these Acts. 

 You Directors and employees of and contractors to Austin. 

 


